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Wouldn’t you like to improve the appearance and playing                 
characteristics of your courts? 
 
Then take a fresh look at how they would benefit with VHAF®          
NottsSward® TS. The ideal sand filled surface for clubs, schools and      
private courts. 
 
Notts Sport® tennis solutions provide the look and feel of grass courts 
without the need for high maintenance. 

Faster Drainage 
Allows play very quickly even after heavy rainfall. 
 

More Durable 
Retains performance characteristics for longer. 
 

Less Maintenance 
Reduces aftercare time and expenditure, helps 
deliver excellent whole life value for money. 
 

Easy to Install 
Over a variety of existing or new foundations.  
Transforms tired old concrete/asphalt courts    
often with a minimum of preparation. 
 

Difficult to Abuse 
Highly resistant to fire, cutting & graffiti. 
 

Easy to Repair 

VHAF® NottsSward® TS is available in 15 colours which can be used to provide two colour court layouts.
 

Whichever shade or combination of colours you choose, surfaces are inlaid with white lines and your organisation’s name or sp

More Consistent ball pace and bounce. 
ITF court surface classification category 3—Medium under the ITF Surface Pace              
Classification Scheme when laid onto macadam. 
 

More comfortable underfoot 
Kinder on knees and lower leg muscles. Cooler in high temperatures. 
 

More positive surface and shoe interaction. 
Assists movement and creates confidence. 

TS is available in 15 colours which can be used to provide two colour court layouts. 
Whichever shade or combination of colours you choose, surfaces are inlaid with white lines and your organisation’s name or sponsor’s logo can be inserted into the surface. 

VHAF® NottsSward® TS has been independently 
tested in accordance with the ITF performance      
standards for tennis court surfaces.  
 

It  is  classified  as   Category  3–Medium  under  the  
ITF Surface Pace    Classification Scheme when laid 
onto macadam. 

VHAF® NottsSward® TS is provided in standard and non-standard court sizes, 
comes ready for easy installation with inlaid lines and can be laid on a variety of 
existing or new surfaces. The perfect solution for refurbishing those old  concrete 
or asphalt courts transforming not only the appearance but also providing           
additional user benefits such as comfort, grip and ball performance. 
 
What  makes  the  VHAF® NottsSward® TS really different from other sand filled    
synthetic grass is the VHAF® carpet pile. 
 
Our ‘Vertical Horizontal & Angular Fibres’ refer to the random structure of the 
pile. This is a Notts Sport® exclusive feature and ensures the sand infill is          
stabilised more effectively than with alternative products. The benefits include: 
 

Less Movement of the sand    = Less maintenance  

Less likely to compact & become hard = Longer practical life 
Less need to regularly add further sand = Lower operating costs 

Overall levels remain more consistent = Better playing performance 
More even horizontal sand distribution = Increased slip resistance 

Fully integrated fibre backing gives greater seam strength   
         =  Less  long  term  problems  

Less ‘sandy’ in appearance    = Visually more attractive 

                           VHAF® NottsSward® TS                                  Typical tufted grass—loose sand 


